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کلمات این آزمون با
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1.

When teachers ………. homework, students usually feel an obligation to do it.
1) appraise

2.

3) criterion

4) average

2) energetic

3) assured

4) aware

2) practice

3) pursue

4) assist

2) disposal

3) leak

4) reservoir

Such strong claims need to be tasted ……….
1) randomly

7.

2) characteristics

The town is supplied with water from a ……. in the hills.
1) transition

6.

4) refer to

John said he would like to ………. a career in teaching.
1) manage

5.

3) bring up

No ………. person would ever behave like that.
1) rational

4.

2) assign

Academic ability is not the only ………. for admission to the university.
1) principal

3.
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2) empirically

3) normally

4) efficiently

Many people need to learn a. foreign language in order to satisfy an educational
………. of their university.
1) requirement

8.

3) contaminate

4) multiply

2) immediate

3) instant

4) simultaneous

2) salute

3) solve

4) resolve

There is a sharp distinction between ………. and international politics.
1) domestic

12.

2) degenerate

Sugar and salt will ……… quickly in a hot glass of water.
1) dissolve

11.

4) limitation

Mary got a job as a(an) ………. translator at the U.N.
1) written

10.

3) opportunity

Now that my grandfather has reached his nineties, his eyesight has started to ….
1) enrich

9.

2) constraint

2) foreign

3) rural

4) residential

The definitions might ………. seem interchangeable, but they are completely
different.
1) dependently

13.

2) absolutely

3) entirely

4) superficially

Anyone doing business internationally has to watch currency ……… carefully.
1) circumstances

2) fluctuations

3) varieties

4) stocks
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14.

Advances in science do not always ………. humanity.
1) acquire

15.

4) attain

2) sable

3) tentative

4) emergent

2) diary

3) schedule

4) description

Why do we ………… remember certain things but forget others?
1) rarely

18.

3) benefit

We had to change our ………. because the train arrived thirty minutes late.
1) account

17.

2) achieve

Both scientists are recognized specialist in their ………. fields of study.
1) respective

16.
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2) severely

3) strictly

4) selectively

The lecturer did not want to ………. that children achieve better results if they go
to private schools.
1) foster

19.

2) involve

3) imply

4) point

When the two chemicals are mixed, they have a short reaction time before they
reach ……….
1) asymmetry

20.

4) occasionally

2) treatment

3) cure

4) symptom

2) phenomenon

3) competence

4) rivalry

2) overwhelmed

3) perceived

4) measured

Please don't omit any details, no matter how ………. they may seem.
1) important

25.

3) traditionally

My PhD students were ………. by the amount of work they had to do.
1) granted

24.

2) cheerfully

Mr. Irani's ………. as an English teacher is unquestionable.
1) concept

23.

4) irregularity

You should consult a doctor if the ………. gets worse.
1) medicine

22.

3) controversy

My friend's PhD proposal was ………. rejected because of its impracticality.
1) emphatically

21.

2) equilibrium

2) trivial

3) essential

4) modest

With technological changes, many traditional skills have become ……….
1) obsolete

2) miserable

3) disappointed

4) prosperous
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